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EXPANDED
1 Sunday

8pm Call The Midwife
Episode 7
An unforeseen event in
Poplar means that Nonnatus
House suffers its biggest
threat yet. Timothy returns
home from university after
falling ill. Sister Hilda and
Sister Julienne expect more
from Nancy and decide to
show her what she is capable
of.
9pm Ridley Road On
Masterpiece
London in the swinging sixties
is a hive of violent
antisemitism, as Jewish
hairdresser Vivien learns
when she arrives in search of
her beau, Jack.
10pm My Grandparents'
War
Helena Bonham Carter
Follow actress Helena
Bonham Carter as she
explores the heroism of both
sets of her grandparents
during WWII -- her
grandmother, an air warden
and outspoken politician, and
her grandfather, a diplomat
who save hundreds from the
Holocaust.
11pm The Woman In White
Episode One
On the way to meet his new
pupil, drawing master Walter
Hartright has a haunting

encounter with a young
woman dressed all in white.
He becomes drawn into the
woman's mysterious past.
12am Call The Midwife
Episode 7
An unforeseen event in
Poplar means that Nonnatus
House suffers its biggest
threat yet. Timothy returns
home from university after
falling ill. Sister Hilda and
Sister Julienne expect more
from Nancy and decide to
show her what she is capable
of.

2 Monday

8pm Antiques Roadshow
Grounds for Sculpture Hour 3
Enjoy fascinating finds at
scenic Grounds For Sculpture
in Hamilton, NJ, including a
German Hanukkah menorah,
a 1946 David Burliuk oil
painting, and a 1988 Ai
Weiwei "One Man Shoe"
sculpture. Can you guess
which is appraised for
$100,000?
9pm Cornell: The Birth of
the American University
(WSKG)
Cornell: Birth of the American
University chronicles the
founding of Cornell University,
focusing on two men, Ezra
Cornell and Andrew Dickson
White, whose individual
dreams and ambitions would
come together to create one
of the great institutions of
learning in the world. This
one-hour documentary
includes rare photos and film
footage from the Cornell
University Archives.

10pm Independent Lens
Try Harder!
San Francisco's Lowell High,
one of the best public schools
in the country, draws high
achievers from across the city
into a fiercely competitive
universe. Follow seniors as
the pressure to impress
admissions officers at elite
universities intensifies.
11:30pm Amanpour and
Company
12:30am The David
Rubenstein Show: Peer to
Peer Conversations
Aliko Dangote

3 Tuesday

8pm Finding Your Roots
Reporting on the Reporters
Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
shows journalists Christiane
Amanpour, Ann Curry and
Lisa Ling that the stories
within their own family trees
are every bit as compelling as
the news stories they have
been covering for the world.
9pm American Experience
Flood in the Desert
Explore the 1928 dam
collapse, the second deadliest
disaster in California history.
A colossal engineering failure,
the dam was built by William
Mulholland to ensure the
growth of Los Angeles by
bringing water to the city via
aqueduct.
10pm Frontline
The Power of Big Oil, Part 3
The fossil fuel industry's
history of casting doubt and
delaying action on climate
change. Part three of a threepart series tracing decades of

casting doubt on the science,
missed opportunities and the
ongoing attempts to hold Big
Oil to account.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am School of
Greatness with Lewis
Howes
Laverne Cox - Healing
Trauma / Inspiration &
Overcoming Adversity
American Actress and
LGBTQ+ advocate Laverne
Cox shares how to overcome
adversity and fight for what
you believe in.

4 Wednesday

8pm Nature
My Garden of a Thousand
Bees
A wildlife cameraman spends
his time during the pandemic
lockdown filming the bees in
his urban garden and
discovers the many diverse
species and personalities that
exist in this insect family..
9pm Nova
Hindenburg: The New
Evidence
80 years after the world's
largest airship ignited in a
giant fireball, newly
discovered footage sparks a
reinvestigation of what exactly
caused the Hindenburg
disaster.
10pm Extinction: The Facts
With 1 million species at
threat, David Attenborough
explores extinction and how
this crisis has consequences
for us all, even putting us at
greater risk of pandemic

diseases.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am Articulate with Jim
Cotter
Transformers
DANIEL BARENBOIM:
CONDUCTING CHANGE The
world-renowned pianist,
conductor and activist Daniel
Barenboim is dedicated to
making real change in the
world through music. TIFT
MERRITT'S
TRANSFORMATIONS In the
songs of Tift Merritt, the stuff
of everyday life is ripe for the
picking. VIVEK SHRAYA:
CHANGING FOR GOOD For
the interdisciplinary artist
Vivek Shraya, creativity is at
the heart of self-discovery.

5 Thursday

8pm Keeping Up
Appearances - The Memoirs
of Hyacinth Bucket
The Commodore
Hyacinth has volunteered to
escort a retired Commodore
from the train station to the
Ladies' Luncheon. She
believes she will have just
what it takes to ingratiate
herself with such an old sea
dog.
8:30pm Keeping Up
Appearances - The Memoirs
of Hyacinth Bucket
A Celebrity for the Barbecue
Hyacinth volunteers Richard's
services to help out the
Church Hall where there is a
problem with the lights.
However, since his forte is
strictly not in the direction of

DIY, Richard's contributions
only add to the mayhem.
9pm Packed to the Rafters
Glittering Prizes
Rachel continues to rise to
the bait of Jake's brazen
teasing flirtation and Ben
gives Melissa an ultimatum it's all or nothing.
10pm Ridley Road On
Masterpiece
London in the swinging sixties
is a hive of violent
antisemitism, as Jewish
hairdresser Vivien learns
when she arrives in search of
her beau, Jack.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am The Future of
America's Past
The Revolutions
What does "freedom" mean to
those outside the halls of
power - and what did it mean
during the era of the
American Revolution? Host
Ed Ayers visits sites in Boston
and Philadelphia to put that
question to curators, museum
educators, a playwright, and a
tribal preservation officer. He
learns about the ways in
which women, Native
Americans, and African
Americans made the words of
the Revolution come true in
their own lives. He discovers
that some of the most
inspiring stories of the
Revolution spring from people
who remained on its margins.

6 Friday

8pm Washington Week
8:30pm Expressions

(WSKG)
Nate & Kate
Nate & Kate
9pm Inside The Vatican
Filmed over a historic year
INSIDE THE VATICAN gives
viewers unprecedented
access to the inner workings
of one of the most important
places in the Christian world.
From Pope Francis himself
and some of the highestranking officials, to the
choristers of the Sistine
Chapel and the papal
gardener, the film gives
unique insight into the lives of
those who live and work in
this independent City State.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am Firing Line with
Margaret Hoover

7 Saturday

8pm Midsomer Murders
Till Death Do Us Part, Part 1
Barnaby and wife Sarah are
in attendance at a family
friend's wedding when the
bride disappears during the
reception, revealing a
murderer's penchant for
newlyweds.
9pm Father Brown
The Children of Kalon
Gerald Firth beseeches
Father Brown to speak on his
behalf at his parole hearing.
Father Brown secures his
release but is shocked when
Gerald returns to rejoin The
Church of Apollo now run by
his disciple Tobias. Tobias'
partner, Thelma, is unhappy
to have Kalon back as she

remembers Kalon's past
actions with the girls of the
church and she has a
daughter, Clara. When
Thelma is found dead in
Kalon's locked room Inspector
Mallory arrests Firth. Father
Brown believes Firth is
innocent even though Clara
had written to him in prison,
and delves into the various
relationships at the church but to solve the crime, he has
to fish in murky waters..
10pm The Carol Burnett
Show - Carol's Favorites
Guest Stars: Lily Tomlin,
Steve Lawrence. Highlights
include: guests Steve
Lawrence and Lily Tomlin
take part in an opening
musical number, "We're All in
the Same Band"; Lily does a
monologue as a woman
abandoned by her boyfriend,
and appears as a divorcee in
"Carol and Sis"; a musical
performances from Steve (a
medley of "I Can Get Along
Without You" and "Without
You"); The Godfather (Steve)
is trying to enjoy a quiet
honeymoon with "Caged
Dames," a spoof of 1950s
women-in-prison movies; and
Carol as the Charwoman ("If
They Could See Me Now"
and "Baby, Dream Your
Dream").
11pm The Cafe
There's No Place Like Home
Quiet life in the sleepy
seaside town of Westonsuper-Mare, and its even
sleepier seafront cafe, Cyril's,
is thrown into a state of mild

disarray when a flashy events
manager from London comes
to visit his ill mother.
11:30pm Austin City Limits
Allen Toussaint: New Orleans
Legend
Enjoy a vintage hour with
New Orleans soul songwriter,
producer and musician Allen
Toussaint. Songs include
"Southern Nights" and "St.
James Infirmary."
12:30am Poetry In America
The New Colossus - Emma
Lazarus
Host Elisa New rediscovers
the freshness and the stillpotent charge of Emma
Lazarus's iconic sonnet of
immigration alongside singersongwriter Regina Spektor,
activist and founder of the
United We Dream Foundation
Cristina Jimenez, President of
the American Federation of
Teachers Randi Weingarten,
financier and philanthropist
David Rubenstein, and poet
Duy Doan.

8 Sunday

8pm Call The Midwife
Special Delivery
The aftermath of a tragic
incident in the heart of Poplar
ripples through the
community. As Nonnatus
House faces its darkest day,
the team must overcome
personal anguish to help the
injured.
9pm Ridley Road On
Masterpiece
Now undercover, Vivien
strives to convince neo-Nazi
leader Colin Jordan that she
is on his side. Her spying

turns up an alarming
development.
10pm My Grandparents'
War
Mark Rylance
Follow actor Mark Rylance as
he explores the extraordinary
story of his grandfather, who
spent nearly four years as a
Japanese prisoner of war
during World War II, and
examines his own beliefs
about war and peace in the
process.
11pm The Woman In White
Episode Two
Walter leaves before he has
the chance to learn the truth
about the woman in white.
Laura confesses her feelings
to Sir Percival. Sir Percival's
enigmatic best friend, Count
Fosco, arrives at Limmeridge.
12am Call The Midwife
Special Delivery
The aftermath of a tragic
incident in the heart of Poplar
ripples through the
community. As Nonnatus
House faces its darkest day,
the team must overcome
personal anguish to help the
injured.

9 Monday

8pm Antiques Roadshow
Colonial Williamsburg Hour 1
Journey back in time through
historical appraisals from the
first hour at Colonial
Williamsburg!
9pm Uninvited: The Spread
of Invasive Species (Wmht)
10pm Independent Lens
When Claude Got Shot
After being shot in the face by
15-year-old Nathan King,

Claude's path to recovery
leads to forgiveness. But that
path is paved with the
complexities of race, violence,
and justice.
11:30pm Amanpour and
Company
12:30am The David
Rubenstein Show: Peer to
Peer Conversations
Jack Nicklaus

10 Tuesday

8pm Finding Your Roots
No Laughing Matter
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. shows
comedians Seth Meyers, Tig
Notaro and Sarah Silverman
that their family tress are filled
with people whose struggles
laid the groundwork for their
success. Gates also reveals
to each one news of an
unexpected DNA cousin.
9pm American Masters
Waterman - Duke:
Ambassador of Aloha
Narrated by Jason Momoa,
discover the inspiring story
and considerable impact of
five-time Olympic medalist
Duke Kahanamoku. He
shattered swimming records
and globalized surfing while
overcoming racism in a
lifetime of personal
challenges.
10:30pm Beyond The
Canvas
Art, All Around Us
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am School of
Greatness with Lewis
Howes
Ivan Joseph - Self-

Confidence, Self-Love, SelfCare
Transformation Coach Ivan
Joseph shares how to
overcome the opinions of
others and build the selfconfidence necessary for a
greater life.

11 Wednesday

8pm Nature
The Egg: Life's Perfect
Invention
The egg is perhaps nature's
most perfect life support
system. Step by step as the
egg hatches, host Sir David
Attenborough reveals the
wonder behind these
incredible miracles of nature.
9pm Nova
Dinosaur Apocalypse: The
New Evidence
Sir David Attenborough
explores how a North Dakota
fossil dig site could hold clues
to what happened the day an
asteroid struck Earth and
wiped out the dinosaurs.
10pm Nova
Dinosaur Apocalypse: The
Last Day
Sir David Attenborough
explores fossils from a North
Dakota site that could reveal
what happened to the animals
here the day an asteroid
struck Earth and wiped out
the dinosaurs.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am Articulate with Jim
Cotter
Pioneering Spirits?
DANIEL LIBESKIND
DOESN'T HEAR NO Daniel

Libeskind believes that
architecture is, fundamentally,
an act of optimism and of
selflessness. MISSY
MAZZOLI KEEPS IT
SURREAL The composer
Missy Mazzoli is a trailblazerundeterred by obstacles,
undaunted by the salacious.
ELLIOTT ERWITT'S
MOMENTS IN TIME For more
than seven decades, the
photographer Elliott Erwitt has
been lauded for his humor
and visual wit.

12 Thursday

8pm Keeping Up
Appearances - The Memoirs
of Hyacinth Bucket
Country Retreat
Hyacinth is determined to buy
a cottage in the country as a
weekend retreat. Needless to
say, her idea of what is
suitable matches neither
Richard's wishes nor his
wallet. Luckily an amorous
farmer makes her realise that
country life is not as idyllic as
she thought.
8:30pm Keeping Up
Appearances - The Memoirs
of Hyacinth Bucket
Looking at Properties
Much to Richard's horror,
Hyacinth decides to make
another attempt at finding a
weekend country home.
When a sudden problem
involving "Daddy" demands
Richard's attention, Hyacinth
asks Elizabeth to help her find
a suitable property.
9pm Packed to the Rafters
Brave New World
Pregnant late in life, the

chances of Julie and Dave's
child having Down Syndrome
are already high - but the
results of preliminary
ultrasound indicates those
chances are even higher.
10pm Ridley Road On
Masterpiece
Now undercover, Vivien
strives to convince neo-Nazi
leader Colin Jordan that she
is on his side. Her spying
turns up an alarming
development.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am The Future of
America's Past
Red Chicago
On a hot day in 1919, an
attack on African American
teenagers near a Chicago
beach stoked long-standing
tensions between white and
black residents. Violence
erupted - and its aftermath
shaped laws, housing, and
opportunities for African
American citizens for
generations. Host Ed Ayers
visits Chicago during the
100th anniversary of what
became known as "Red
Summer." He meets a poet,
performance artist, museum
educator, and young people
who are creating living
memorials to a long-ignored
past.

13 Friday

8pm Washington Week
8:30pm Expressions
(WSKG)
Jeanne Sperber
Expressions features a

performance from flutist
Jeanne Sperber. Learn about
Jeanne's career and what
inspired her to create a setlist
dedicated to the Black Lives
Matter movement.
9pm Great Performances
Anything Goes
Enjoy this London production
of Cole Porter's classic
musical led by Tony winner
Sutton Foster who reprises
her Tony-winning role as
Reno Sweeney directed by
Kathleen Marshall with
favorite songs like "I Get A
Kick Out of You" and "You're
the Top."
11:30pm Amanpour and
Company
12:30am Firing Line with
Margaret Hoover

14 Saturday

8pm Midsomer Murders
Till Death Do Us Part, Part 2
Barnaby and wife Sarah are
in attendance at a family
friend's wedding when the
bride disappears during the
reception, revealing a
murderer's penchant for
newlyweds.
9pm Father Brown
The Final Devotion
Cardinal Ratcliffe tasks Father
Brown to find a priceless
Papal tiara hidden in a 15th
century castle. Father Brown
takes Lady Felicia, visiting
after a row with her husband,
as a prospective bride looking
for a wedding venue and Mrs
McCarthy reluctantly as the
brides mother. Flambeau
appears at the castle having
announced himself to the

castle owner, Lady Cecily, as
the groom wanting to surprise
his fiancee. Flambeau
declares he is a reformed
man and his love for Lady
Felicia. Circumstance dictate
Father Brown and Flambeau
work together to find the tiara
when a criminal partner
Flambeau wronged in the
past turns up.
10pm The Carol Burnett
Show - Carol's Favorites
Guest Star: Rita Moreno
(West Side Story; One Day at
a Time). Highlights include:
guest Rita Moreno as a nurse
whose clumsiness makes her
patient (Carol) appear more
accident-prone than she
actually is; a bank robber and
his trainee hold up a bank
teller and her trainee; a
princess (Vicki) plans to marry
the Hollow Hero (Tim) over
her parents' (Carol, Harvey)
objections; a treasonous
sergeant is literally stripped of
his rank; Rita performs a
musical number with the
dancers, "Some Cats Know,"
and the cast finale includes
"Something Better Than This"
from the musical "Sweet
Charity."
11pm The Cafe
Afternoon Tease
Sarah chases some literary
agents, and the Dobsons
spark a heated debate about
jam and cream. Something's
going on with Carol and with
the cafe also.
11:30pm Austin City Limits
The Best of Spoon
Savor the best of Austin

alternative rock band Spoon's
four appearances on Austin
City Limits.
12:30am Poetry In America
Urban Love Poem - Marilyn
Chin
Explore San Francisco's
history--from the Gold Rush
and early Chinese
immigration to the rise of
Silicon Valley--through
Marilyn Chin's poem of her
San Francisco youth. In this
series opener, Elisa New
brings together acclaimed
memoirist Maxine Hong
Kingston, tech investor Randy
Komisar and four Bay Area
residents on a rooftop in
Chinatown to discuss love of
a great city.

15 Sunday

8pm Lucy Worsley
Investigates
Princes in the Tower
What really happened to the
Princes in the Tower? Lucy
Worsley uncovers the story of
the two boys whose
disappearance in 1483 has
led to centuries of mystery
and speculation.
9pm Ridley Road On
Masterpiece
Vivien's link to Jordan is
complicated by the arrival of
his wife. The police rebuff
warnings from the 62 Group,
who must act on their own.
10pm My Grandparents'
War
Kristin Scott Thomas
Follow actress Kristin Scott
Thomas as she pieces
together a lost chapter of her
family history, learning how

her grandfather, a Royal Navy
officer, saved thousands at
Dunkirk and survived some of
World War II's most
devastating battles.
11pm The Woman In White
Episode Three
As Sir Percival faces money
troubles, Laura learns the
truth about her new husband.
Marian begins to suspect that
Count Fosco is up to no good
and resolves to find out what
he and Sir Percival are
plotting.
12am Lucy Worsley
Investigates
Princes in the Tower
What really happened to the
Princes in the Tower? Lucy
Worsley uncovers the story of
the two boys whose
disappearance in 1483 has
led to centuries of mystery
and speculation.

16 Monday

8pm Antiques Roadshow
Colonial Williamsburg Hour 2
Discover more standout
treasures from ANTIQUES
ROADSHOW's visit to
Colonial Williamsburg.
9pm Dusters (WSKG)
In 1973 a young Binghamton
entrepreneur had an idea-he
wanted to bring professional
hockey to New York State's
Southern Tier. Everyone
thought he was crazy. At that
time few people in the area
knew anything about hockey:
it wasn't played in schools,
hockey equipment wasn't sold
in sporting goods stores, and
professional games from the
NHL were rarely, if ever

televised. But Jim Matthews
loved hockey and had played
it since he was a young boy
growing up in Parry Sound,
Ontario. He believed that
hockey and the blue-collar
roots of the "Valley of
Opportunity" were a perfect
fit, and he set out to prove it.
Through rare archival and
personal footage and
captivating true-life accounts
from both players and fans,
The Dusters brings to life
again those first years of the
sport that captivated the
area's imagination, and
brought together a community
like never before. The
Dusters, a one-hour
documentary from Emmywinning filmmaker Brian Frey
chronicles the birth and rise of
the sport of hockey in the
Southern Tier, a sport that
now 35 years later is played
by thousands of area youth
and adults alike.
10pm Independent Lens
Scenes from the Glittering
World
Following three Indigenous
students, Scenes from the
Glittering World is a
meditation on adolescence,
trauma, and the power of
connecting with an isolated
Navajo homeland.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am The David
Rubenstein Show: Peer to
Peer Conversations
John Rogers

17 Tuesday

8pm Finding Your Roots
Freedom Tales
Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
delves deep into the roots of
two African American guests,
actor S. Epatha Merkerson
and athlete and television
personality Michael Strahan.
Both discover unexpected
stories that challenge
assumptions about black
history.
9pm Lionel Richie: The
Library of Congress
Gershwin Prize
The Library of Congress
Gershwin Prize for Popular
Song, a PBS music special,
honors singer-songwriter
Lionel Richie, as he receives
the distinguished honor from
the Library of Congress.
10pm Tyrus Wong:
American Masters
Discover the art, life and
enduring impact of Tyrus
Wong, the renowned
Chinese-American painter
behind Bambi and Rebel
Without a Cause, via new and
never-before-seen interviews,
movie clips and art. Wong
once exhibited with Picasso
and Matisse.
11:30pm Amanpour and
Company
12:30am School of
Greatness with Lewis
Howes
Rachel Platten - Inspiration &
Overcoming Adversity
Award Winning Musician
Rachel Platten shares her
inspirational life story as a
testimonial to what's possible
if you go after your dreams.

18 Wednesday

8pm Nature
Big Bend: The Wild Frontier of
Texas
The legendary Rio Grande
River cuts deep canyons
between the United States
and Mexico, creating
staggering landscapes in the
largest protected area of its
kind in North America. The
most remote corner of this
infamous borderland is the
National Park known as Big
Bend - a vast, unspoiled
wonderland of serene beauty
and home to some of
America's most glorious
wildlife. This is America's true
frontier land, where horizons
never end and stars blaze as
they have done for eons.
Journey alongside black
bears, witness an elaborate
hummingbird courtship
display, and observe bats
stalking the desert floor to
seek out scorpions. New
Western dramas unfold in
these untamed borderlands.
9pm Nova
Why Ships Crash
When the colossal Ever Given
container ship crashed into
the bank of the Suez Canal in
March 2021, international
supply chains ground to a
halt. How could such a
disaster happen? And can the
investigation help prevent
future accidents?
10pm Colombia - Wild and
Free
Two Rivers
Explore the magnificent
eastern region of Colombia, a

land defined by two powerful
rivers: the Orinoco and the
Amazon. Along the way, meet
amazing wildlife, including
jaguars, capybaras,
anacondas, and pygmy
marmosets, the world's
smallest monkeys.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am Articulate with Jim
Cotter
The Standouts
ANI LIU: DAUGHTER OF
INVENTION At a young age,
Ani Liu had to disguise her art
as science. Now she
combines them. HOWARD
JACOBSON: SENESCENCE
AND SENSIBILITY Howard
Jacobson is now a pillar of
English literature and society.
But this was never anything
he would have predicted.
EDGAR MEYER: BEYOND
THE BASS-ICS Historically,
repertoire for the double bass
has been extremely limited.
The acclaimed performer,
collaborator, and composer
Edgar Meyer is out to change
that.

19 Thursday

8pm Keeping Up
Appearances - The Memoirs
of Hyacinth Bucket
Please Mind Your Head
Hyacinth and Richard are
spending their first day in their
new country retreat. It may be
a grand address, but the
accommodation they have
secured for themselves is not
so much small as
microscopic.

8:30pm Keeping Up
Appearances - The Memoirs
of Hyacinth Bucket
Let There Be Light
Hyacinth decides to host an
indoor-outdoor barbecue and
insists that Richard invites CP
Benedict, a nodding
acquaintance who has
appeared on a television
gardening show. Meanwhile,
she stocks up on greenery
and turns her house into a
jungle.
9pm Packed to the Rafters
Little Arrows
Ted's burgeoning relationship
with Marjorie appears to be
going romantic gangbusters
until he meets her daughter
Susannah and her pregnant
partner Abby, who've left the
Gold Coast to live with her.
10pm Ridley Road On
Masterpiece
Vivien's link to Jordan is
complicated by the arrival of
his wife. The police rebuff
warnings from the 62 Group,
who must act on their own.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am The Future of
America's Past
Transcontinental
High in the Utah desert in
1869, two locomotives met
and a golden spike was
hammered into new rails: the
first transcontinental railroad
was complete. To mark the
150th anniversary of this feat,
Utah organized a statewide
effort called "Spike 150," with
exhibitions and events

engaging a diverse public.
Host Ed Ayers visits to learn
about the railroad's promise
of prosperity. He considers
the human costs, with a
descendant of a Chinese
American railroad builder and
a Native American tribal
leader. And he discovers how
the environment and
photography played key roles
on the rails.

20 Friday

8pm Washington Week
8:30pm Expressions
(WSKG)
John Manfredi
John Manfredi
9pm Great Performances
Merry Wives
Experience Shakespeare's
comedic masterpiece from the
Public Theater's Shakespeare
in the Park set in South
Harlem telling the story of the
trickster Falstaff and the wily
wives who outwit him in a
celebration of Black joy,
laughter and vitality.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am Firing Line with
Margaret Hoover

21 Saturday

8pm Midsomer Murders
Send in the Clowns, Part 1
Things take a gruesome turn
when Ferabbees Circus
comes to town, bringing
sinister clown sightings,
threatening notes and deathly
dangerous circus acts.
Barnaby will have to face up
to his fears in order to solve

the case.
9pm Father Brown
The New Order
Lord Arthur Hawthorne and
his wife return to Kembleford
when he retires from
editorship of his newspaper
and holds a garden party to
announce his son Gabe
would takeover as editor.
Hawthorne had expected
Father Brown to give him his
personal attention and when
he refuses finds himself
accused of breaking the seal
of the confessional and is
suspended from his parish;
his place taken by Father
Featherstone, Hawthorne's
London priest. At the garden
party Hawthorne is threatened
by Stanley Buchanan, a
homosexual exposed in
Hawthorne's newspaper.
When a rifle shot wounds
Hawthorne, Inspector Mallory
arrests Buchanan, although
Hawthorne suspects his wife
or son. A second attempt on
Hawthorne's life leads to
Buchanan's release. Father
Brown investigation with Mrs
McCarthy's help uncovers
Hawthorne's philandering, his
wife's unhappiness, his son's
unwillingness to take over
editorship, and Father
Featherstone's thwarted
ambitions.
10pm The Carol Burnett
Show - Carol's Favorites
Guest Star: Betty White.
Highlights include: guest Betty
White as Eunice's snooty
sister Ellen coming to help
her, Ed and Mama clean out

the attic in "The Family" - and
telling her what became of her
pet rabbit Fluffy; Carol and
Betty as two former
cheerleaders attending a
"Class of '32" reunion; a
patron at a bar (Tim) advises
another (Carol) on how to
palm off a counterfeit $20 bill;
and the entire cast performs
in a salute to the Ziegfeld
Follies.
11pm The Cafe
Out with the Cold
Carol is in good spirits as she
proudly presents her new
menu, but are the regulars
ready for the change? It's also
the night of the pub quiz.
11:30pm Austin City Limits
Jade Bird/Dayglow
Enjoy a pair of up and
coming, Austin-based
singer/songwriters with Jade
Bird and Dayglow. The UKborn Bird plays tunes from her
album Different Kinds of Light.
Sloan Struble, AKA Dayglow,
performs cuts from his LP
Harmony House.
12:30am Poetry In America
One Art - Elizabeth Bishop
"The art of losing isn't hard to
master," Elizabeth Bishop
wrote in her poem "One Art,"
universally considered one of
her greatest. Journalist Katie
Couric, media executives
Sheryl Sandberg and Yang
Lan, Singer/Songwriter Mary
Chapin Carpenter, and others
discuss Bishop's masterpiece
on losses, great and small.

Madness of King George
How did George III's mental
illness change Britain? Lucy
Worsley uncovers Royal
papers and explores how the
assassination attempt on his
life changed psychiatry
forever.
9pm Ridley Road On
Masterpiece
As Vivien's deception starts to
crumble, she races to secure
incriminating evidence against
Jordan. Meanwhile, Jack
faces mortal danger.
10pm My Grandparents'
War
Carey Mulligan
Follow actress Carey Mulligan
as she travels to Japan to
learn about her grandfather's
experience as a British naval
officer during World War II,
including the Kamikaze attack
he survived, and the extent of
the devastation he witnessed.
11pm The Woman In White
Episode Four
Count Fosco and Sir Percival
set their sinister plan into
motion with tragic results.
Marian and Walter make a
horrifying discovery.
12am Lucy Worsley
Investigates
Madness of King George
How did George III's mental
illness change Britain? Lucy
Worsley uncovers Royal
papers and explores how the
assassination attempt on his
life changed psychiatry
forever.

8pm Lucy Worsley
Investigates

8pm Antiques Roadshow
Colonial Williamsburg Hour 3

22 Sunday

23 Monday

Catch captivating appraisals
at Colonial Williamsburg
during ROAHDSHOW's final
hour in Virginia.
9pm Binghamton: Building
The Parlor City (WSKG)
In 1786, William Bingham, a
wealthy banker and land
speculator from Philadelphia,
purchased 10,000 acres of
land in Upstate New York.
Bingham had a vision of
building a model village that
would rival any in New
England. Bingham would
never live to see the city that
would bear his name, but by
the end of the 19th century,
Binghamton would become
one of the industrial centers in
the Northeast. Binghamton:
Building the Parlor City, by
WSKG's Brian Frey, traces
the history of Binghamton and
its rise from an Indian village
through its industrial heyday.
10pm Independent Lens
One Child Nation
China's one-child policy
forever changed the lives of
mothers and children.
Inspired by the birth of her
first child, filmmaker Nanfu
Wang returns to China to
speak with her mother and
brother, and explore the ripple
effect of this social
experiment.
11:30pm Amanpour and
Company
12:30am The David
Rubenstein Show: Peer to
Peer Conversations
Renee Fleming

24 Tuesday

8pm Finding Your Roots

Breaking Silences
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
explores the family secrets of
journalist Gayle King, director
Jordan Peele and comedian
Issa Rae, introducing them to
ancestors who are both black
and white, raising profound
questions about their family
trees.
9pm American Experience
Plague at the Golden Gate
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am School of
Greatness with Lewis
Howes
Ivan Joseph - SelfConfidence, Self-Love, SelfCare

25 Wednesday

8pm Nature
Equus: Story of the Horse:
Origins
The relationship between man
and his noble steed is almost
as old as civilization itself.
Ever since the mysterious
beginning of our extraordinary
partnership, horses helped
shape the human world. At
the speed of a horse, our
ancestors conquered
distances and built empires.
Together, humans and horses
flourished side by side. What
makes us so perfect for each
other?
9pm Nova
Ice Age Footprints
Thousands of prehistoric
footprints in New Mexico's
White Sands National Park
capture moments when Ice
Age humans crossed paths

with enormous ground sloths
and mammoths. What can
this new evidence reveal
about the peopling of the
Americas?
10pm Colombia - Wild and
Free
From The Pacific to the
Andes
Journey to the largely
uninhabited Pacific coast of
Colombia, where humpback
whales give birth and fish
hunt crabs in the mangrove
forests. Then ascend to snowcapped Andean volcanoes,
home to stunning spectacled
bears, condors and
hummingbirds.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am Articulate with Jim
Cotter
Andrew Bird Concert Show
ANDREW BIRD: WHISTLING
WHILE HE WORKS For the
last 20 years, talent has
allowed Andrew Bird to mostly
write his own ticket. Now, he's
coming up with some of his
finest work yet. Join us for a
full-length episode of
Articulate featuring new music
by Andrew Bird and personal
insights into his life...so far.

26 Thursday

8pm Keeping Up
Appearances - The Memoirs
of Hyacinth Bucket
Seaside Fun
To the vicar's dismay,
Hyacinth has volunteered to
befriend a small group of
senior citizens on a day at the
seaside. When one of them

gets too friendly, she realises
she has taken on more than
she can handle. Who will
suffer most? The pensioners
or Hyacinth, condemned to
the indignity of white-knuckle
fun-fair rides?
8:30pm Keeping Up
Appearances - The Memoirs
of Hyacinth Bucket
The Fancy Dressball
Hyacinth is concerned that
her invitation to the Mayor's
fancy dress ball hasn't yet
dropped though her letter box.
Richard is even more
concerned that Hyacinth
intends him to attend
costumed as Louis XIV in silk
trousers.
9pm Packed to the Rafters
Belonging
Sammy is forced to assess
her place in the Rafter family
when her mother has a
breakdown and is left with
nowhere to live. To Ben's
surprise, Melissa turns up
unexpectedly at the
Karandonis house with her
bags - but is she back for
good?
10pm Ridley Road On
Masterpiece
As Vivien's deception starts to
crumble, she races to secure
incriminating evidence against
Jordan. Meanwhile, Jack
faces mortal danger.
11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am The Future of
America's Past
School Interrupted
The Supreme Court decision

outlawing school segregation
began with a student strike in
Prince Edward County,
Virginia. Justice didn't follow
that ruling - white officials in
Prince Edward County closed
public schools rather than
integrate. Host Ed Ayers
learns about the drama that
unfolded through
conversations with two of the
student strikers. He discovers
how black women activists
defied the school closures by
starting grassroots schools,
and he meets an author
whose grandfather helped
start a whites-only
"segregation academy." In a
museum at the school that
started it all, Ed talks with a
descendant of strikers who
inspires students today to
take up the fight for justice.

27 Friday

8pm Washington Week
8:30pm Expressions
(WSKG)
Kilrush
Kilrush
9pm Great Performances
Keeping Company with
Sondheim On Great
Performances
Take an inside look at the
reimagined gender-swapped
production as it returns to
Broadway during the COVID19 pandemic. Features new
interviews with Tony and
Grammy-winning cast
members Katrina Lenk, Patti
LuPone, Sondheim and more.
10:30pm Beyond The
Canvas
Art, Innovated

11pm Amanpour and
Company
12am BBC World News
12:30am Firing Line with
Margaret Hoover

28 Saturday

8pm Midsomer Murders
Send in the Clowns, Part 2
Things take a gruesome turn
when Ferabbees Circus
comes to town, bringing
sinister clown sightings,
threatening notes and deathly
dangerous circus acts.
Barnaby will have to face up
to his fears in order to solve
the case.
9pm Father Brown
The Island of Dreams
Father Brown, Sergeant
Goodfellow, Inspector Mallory
and his family receive an
invite for the 20th anniversary
of Chummy's holiday camp.
During the visit, owner
Marjorie Chummy is strangled
with an apron belonging to
Mavis Jug, maid and general
dogsbody at the camp.
Inspector Mallory arrests her
while Father Brown and
Sergeant Goodfellow look at
the other staff, Jock
McCudgeon, Griff Grimshaw,
and Sandy Beauchamp, at
the camp who Mrs Chummy
kept under a tight rein. Father
Brown discovers a child, Billy
Fairfield, had died in the past
in the camp swimming pool
that Mavis Jug, then an
"Orangecoat", and Mrs
Chummy should have been
supervising.
10pm The Carol Burnett
Show - Carol's Favorites

Guest Stars: Rock Hudson,
Steve Lawrence. Highlights
include: Mrs. Wiggins (Carol)
has a millionaire date (guest
Rock Hudson) for lunch, but
she wants to dump him; guest
Steve Lawrence sings "You
Take My Heart Away;" a
husband-and-wife news team
(Carol, Rock) bicker while
anchoring a newscast; Carol,
Vickie, Harvey & Tim do "The
Chicken Song;" and a salute
to the music of composer Jule
Styne.
11pm The Cafe
A Note to Follow
Excitement is in the air as the
regulars get ready for SingAlong Sound of Music. A
stressed Carol is about to
receive some bad news.
11:30pm Austin City Limits
Leon Bridges/Khruangbin
Enjoy Texas artists from
across the musical spectrum
with Leon Bridges and
Khruangbin. Fort Worth native
Bridges performs modern
R&B tunes from LP GoldDiggers Sound. Houston trio
Khruangbin plays worldbeattinged psych rock from its
album Mordecai.
12:30am Poetry In America
The Fish - Marianne Moore
This environmental sciencethemed episode explores
Marianne Moore's great poem
of marine life, "The Fish."
Former Vice President Al
Gore, poet Jorie Graham, and
scientists from Conservation
International dive into Moore's
portrayal of the ocean's
always-changing history, and

its future in a warming world.

29 Sunday

8pm National Memorial Day
Concert
Tune in to the annual
broadcast of America's
national night of
remembrance. The multiaward-winning event honors
the military service of all our
men and women in uniform,
their families and those who
have made the ultimate
sacrifice for our country.
9:30pm National Memorial
Day Concert
Tune in to the annual
broadcast of America's
national night of
remembrance. The multiaward-winning event honors
the military service of all our
men and women in uniform,
their families and those who
have made the ultimate
sacrifice for our country.
11pm The Woman In White
Episode Five
Sir Percival's secret is
exposed, and Walter risks
everything for the woman he
loves.
12am National Memorial
Day Concert
Tune in to the annual
broadcast of America's
national night of
remembrance. The multiaward-winning event honors
the military service of all our
men and women in uniform,
their families and those who
have made the ultimate
sacrifice for our country.

30 Monday

8pm Antiques Roadshow
Musical Scores
Get ready for some rockin',
rollin' and ROADSHOW with
this collection of best musical
moments.
9pm Old Bones: The Story
of Exterminator (Wskg)
In 1918, a 30-1 long shot won
the Kentucky Derby. This
homely underdog would go on
to become one of the most
successful racehorses in
American history. 'Old Bones'
looks at the legendary career
of this fascinating horse, his
larger-than-life owner, and the
trainer that knew he could
win. 2018 marks the 100th
anniversary of the race where
Exterminator surprised and
inspired the world.
10:30pm From The Valley to
Victory (WSKG)
From the Valley to Victory is
the story of World War II as
told through the people of the
Triple cities who lived and
fought in it. From the scrap
dives on the home front to the
bombing missions on the
battle front, From the Valley to
Victory relives the greatest
crusade of our time through
the eyes of the greatest
generation of the 20th
century.
11:30pm Amanpour and
Company
12:30am The David
Rubenstein Show: Peer to
Peer Conversations
Ken Griffin

31 Tuesday

8pm Finding Your Roots
Dreaming of a New Land

Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
explores with Marisa Tomei,
Sheryl Sandberg and Kal
Penn the tremendous
challenges faced by their
immigrant forebears. From
Italy, Russia and India to
America, their histories show
success could take
generations to achieve.
9pm Finding Your Roots
Homecomings
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps
actor Sterling K. Brown,
comedian Sasheer Zamata
and musician Jon Batiste
discover the unexpected
places their ancestors called
home, providing new insight
into the people and places
that made them who they are
today.
10pm Frontline
Police On Trial
Investigating the Minneapolis
police in the aftermath of the
murder of George Floyd. With
Pulitzer Prize winning
reporters from the Star
Tribune - from the killing and
protests to the trial of Derek
Chauvin to the struggle for
accountability.
11:30pm Amanpour and
Company

